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Abstract
Given trajectory data with gaps, we investigate methods to identify possible rendezvous regions.
Societal applications include improving maritime safety and regulations. The challenges come
from two aspects. If trajectory data are not available around the rendezvous then either linear or
shortest-path interpolation may fail to detect the possible rendezvous. Furthermore, the problem is
computationally expensive due to the large number of gaps and associated trajectories. In this paper,
we first use the plane sweep algorithm as a baseline. Then we propose a new filtering framework
using the concept of a space-time grid. Experimental results and case study on real-world maritime
trajectory data show that the proposed approach substantially improves the Area Pruning Efficiency
over the baseline technique.
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1 Introduction
Given multiple trajectories which have gaps due to weak signals, instrument malfunction or
malicious interference we find possible times and places where moving objects (e.g. ships)
rendezvous or meetup. Figure 1 shows an example of the input and output. For simplicity,
we are using one-dimensional geographical space along with the dimension of time. Object 1
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is shown in blue and Object 2 is shown in red. The gaps are shown in a dotted form and lie
between P3, P4 for blue and P4, P5 for red. Object 1 has a maximum speed of 1 and Object
2 has a maximum speed of 2. The output shows the candidate active volume (CAV) for each
object. A CAV is the region in a gap that represents all the possible locations of the object
during a missing time interval. The intersection of the two CAVs is the possible rendezvous
region termed as a spatio-temporal intersection (STI).
Figure 1 An illustration of rendezvous region detection (Best in color).
Analysis of gaps in trajectories has many societal applications related to maritime safety,
homeland security, epidemiology, and public safety. For example, maritime safety and
regulation enforcement are important for global security for concerns such as illegal oil
transfer and trans-shipments. Such activities can be restricted and managed by identifying
frequent missing signals from GPS trajectories of oil vessels with gaps. However, the
trajectories can be spread over a large geographical space and manual inspection for gaps
to detect rendezvous can be time intensive. Computational methods that detect possible
rendezvous regions can substantially reduce the preliminary work for human analysts.
The problem is computationally challenging because the gaps may cause traditional
trajectory mining approaches [27] to underperform or fail where they assume the availability
and preciseness of trajectories. A second challenge is that the data has a large volume
and is spread over considerable geographical space. For example, MarineCadastre [15] is
an automatic identification system (AIS) dataset that contains records for more than 30
attributes (e.g., location, draught) for 150,000 ships taken every minute during the years
2009 to 2017. Its total size is about 600 GB and covers all the waters around the US.
The literature on movement pattern analysis [2] and trajectory mining [27, 3] interpolates
gaps in trajectories without considering the full range of an object’s movement possibilities.
The approach provides an approximate solution and may miss possible rendezvous points.
Areal interpolation of the gaps has been done through various prism models (e.g., space-time
prism [16], kinetic prism [9]). Overlapping space-time prism for two or more objects can
be thought of as a potential rendezvous region, or meeting place for moving objects. It
may be computationally modeled as a spatio-temporal intersection of trajectories and can
alternatively be called a spatio-temporal co-occurence.
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In this paper, we study the computational cost of determining potential rendezvous
regions. The baseline method uses a plane sweep [18] technique to identify the potential
rendezvous regions. To improve the efficiency of plane sweep, we propose partitioning the
space into space-time grids. The grids are used to cover all the possible paths the object
can take. The grid overlapping two or more objects is a rendezvous region. The proposed
framework ensures completeness by finding all the possible rendezvous regions, and ensures
correctness because the rendezvous point is bound within the region. We further reduce
the geographical search space through time slicing techniques. We use plane-sweep as the
baseline to compare our results. Experimental results show that the proposed approach gives
tighter bounds. Further, results from time-slicing techniques improve as we increase the
time-slicing factor or use a finer time scale.
Contributions.
We formally define the problem of rendezvous region detection for spatio-temporal
trajectories with gaps.
We propose a space-time partitioning approach to detect rendezvous regions. The approach
is further refined to give more accurate approximation using time-slicing techniques.
We propose and use a new evaluation metric, area pruning effectiveness (APE), to compare
the methodologies.
We compare the proposed approach with the plane sweep based baseline on various
relevant evaluation parameters (e.g., study area) and metrics. Results (Section 4.2 show
that the proposed approach has better APE values.
We provide a case-study on ship trajectories from the Bering Sea to show the effectiveness
of the proposed approach on a real-world dataset. We find that the proposed approach
gives better results on the study area.
Scope. In this work, we do not study kinetic prisms [9]. Further, the proposed framework
has multiple phases and we limit this work to the filter phase. The refinement phase requires
input from a human analyst and is not addressed in this work. Furthermore, the calibration
of cost model parameters is outside the scope of this work. In addition, we do not model
rendezvous areas of trajectories without gaps which are involved in intersection. Finally, we
do not address the issue of positional accuracy while modeling the trajectories.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces basic concepts and
the problem statement. Section 3 describes the proposed framework and approach used in
our work. Experiment design, results, and a brief discussion on the computation cost of
our approach are reported in Section 4. Section 5 reviews the related work (in more detail).
Finally, Section 6 concludes this work and briefly lists future work.
2 Basic Concepts and Problem Statement
2.1 Basic Concepts
This section reviews several key concepts in the rendezvous detection problem and presents
a formal problem formulation.
I Definition 1. A study area is a two-dimensional rectangular area where the input data
are located. It usually complies with the (latitude, longitude) coordinate system.
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I Definition 2. A spatial trajectory is a trace generated by a moving object in a geographic
space, that is usually interpreted as a series of chronologically sorted points, for instance,
p1 → p2 → ··· → pn, where each point (pi) is associated with a geospatial coordinate set
(x, y) and a time stamp (t).
I Definition 3. An object maximum speed (Smax) is the maximum speed of an object
based on the domain knowledge.
For maritime data, Smax can be identified from publicly available vessel databases [15]. For
vehicles, humans, or animals, we can use the maximum physically allowed speed.
I Definition 4. An effective missing period (EMP) is a time period when the signal is
missing for longer than a user-specified EMP threshold (θe) .
As shown in Figure 1 the EMPs for Object 1 and Object 2 is between timestamps 3 and 4,
Here, we assume θe = 2.
I Definition 5. A candidate active volume (CAV) is the spatio-temporal volume where
an object is possibly located during an EMP [4, 8, 11, 16, 17]. A CAV is based on a space
time prism using conical shape and is derived from an EMP.
2.2 Problem Formulation
The problem to identify optimized rendezvous patterns in a spatio-temporal domain is
formulated as follows:
Input:
1. A study area S,
2. A set of |N | trajectories T = t1 . . . t|N |, each associated with an object,
3. An object maximum speed (Smax) for each object,
4. An effective missing period threshold (θe).
Output: Approximate geometry intersection of two gaps.
Constraints: Minimal Filter Storage Cost.
Objective: Improve area pruning effectiveness (APE)
For example, Figure 1 illustrates the one-dimensional representation of two gaps involving
a spatiotemporal intersection given the study area (one-dimensional), two trajectories, two
object maximum speeds, and θe = 2. The output is the STI represented by the triangle
shown in the figure.
Area pruning effectiveness (APE) is the ratio of the total study area and minimum
bounded area inside the filtered region (i.e. approximate CAV).
area pruning effectiveness (APE) = total study area
area bounded inside the region
(1)
If the value of APE is higher, the solution quality is better since the minimum bounded area
enclosed within a CAV will be lower.
3 Approach
We begin with an overview of our framework. Then we describe the baseline algorithm (plane
sweep), a naive Spatio-temporal Grid Traversal (SGT), and the proposed Spatio-temporal
Grid Traversal algorithm with time slicing (SGT-TS) in detail with their corresponding
execution trace.
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3.1 Framework
Our aim is to identify possible rendezvous regions on a given set of trajectories through
a two-phase Filter and Refine approach. Figure 2 shows a representation of the proposed
framework. The framework includes three algorithms: a baseline plane sweep algorithm
[18], a naive spatio-temporal grid (SGT) algorithm, and a spatio-temporal grid algorithm
with time slicing (SGT-TS). Plane sweep [18] is a basic computational geometry concept for
finding intersections (e.g., line segments, polygons). We used the plane sweep algorithm to
extract a minimum orthogonal bounding region (MOBR). SGT partition the study area into
3-dimensional (3D) grid cells (x,y, and time), where we approximate two endpoints based on
the maximum speed for each trajectory, and in total four endpoints including the starting,
and ending points of a gap segment that illustrates a possible rendezvous region. SGT-TS
adds a time-slicing technique for selecting a more accurate region that helps reduce data
redundancy and storage cost. The output from the filter phase is given to the refinement
phase where we can find the exact geometry of the cone intersect using accurate modeling
of the space-time prism of each object. The exact geometry can then be used by human
analysts for ground truth verification via satellite imagery.
Figure 2 Framework for detecting possible rendezvous regions to reduce manual inspection by
analyst.
3.2 Baseline Algorithm
Gaps in a trajectory can be analyzed by computing the minimum orthogonal bounding region
(MOBR) over the set of gaps for an individual trajectory. We use the plane sweep algorithm
[18] for extracting MOBRs. It is a filter and refine approach [5] where the given study area is
projected into a lower-dimensional space. In the filtering phase, all gaps are sorted based on
x or y coordinates. Ordering on one dimension reduces the storage and I/O cost, and further
allows the computation of intersections in a single pass. In the refinement phase, the gaps
are extracted based on the start and end times of their respective effective missing periods
(EMPs). The segments are further approximated using MOBRs over each candidate active
volume (CAV). The following text describes the algorithm in detail.
Step 1: Sort the endpoints of all the effective missing periods (EMPs). First, we sort
the endpoints of all EMPs based on one of the coordinates. An endpoint is represented by
three coordinates, namely x, y, and time, and either x or y can be the sorting coordinate.
For consistency, we use x throughout this paper.
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Step 2: A plane orthogonal to the x-axis sweeps along the sorted EMPs. The second
step conducts the sweeping. Imagine there is a plane parallel to the y-t plane and orthogonal
to the x-axis sweeping from the low to the high end along x-axis. The sweeping plane stops
at both start and end points of each EMP. Note that “start” and “end” refer to the order
of sweeping, which is irrelevant to the temporal dimension. An Observed Object List is
maintained to store CAVs being currently crossed by the sweeping plane.
When stopping at the start of an EMP, the algorithm first determines if the gap is larger
than the given EMP threshold (θe). If it is, a new CAV is constructed for that object along
with an approximate MOBR around the new CAV as discussed later in Section 3.3. The
CAV along with its MOBR is then saved inside the observed list and a check is done to see if
any other CAV inside the list is intersecting with the given CAV. If it is, a common MOBR
around the pair of intersecting CAVs is added to the observed list as well as the output.
The sufficient and necessary condition for the spatiotemporal intersection of two CAVs is
explained in 3.3. On the other hand, when stopping at the end of an EMP, the algorithm
removes all the STIs that involve the EMP from the list. Note that each of these CAVs has
different corresponding time periods indicating when the possible rendezvous may happen.
We introduce how to compute the time period in the following Section 3.3.
Figure 3 Plane sweep execution trace with a test case.
An execution trace of Plane Sweep. Figure 3 shows a dataset containing EMPs and their
corresponding CAVs from four objects. For illustration, we simplify the study area into
one-dimensional geographical space. A vertical line sweeps from left to right and stops at
the endpoints (from a to h) of each EMP. The table on the left shows the elements in the
observed object list after each stop. For example, when stopping at Line d (start of 4), the
algorithm determines whether the incoming EMP < 4 > intersects with any element in the
observed object list, namely < 1 >, < 2 >, and < 3 >. Hence, < 1, 4 >, < 2, 4 > and
< 3, 4 > are added to the observed list and the output list. When stopping at Line e (end of
1), the algorithm removes all the elements in the list involving EMP < 1 > which includes
< 1, 2 >, < 1, 3 >, and < 1, 4 >. The last stop is at Line h (end of 3). The Observed Object
List becomes empty and the final output STIs include: < 1, 2 >, < 1, 3 >, < 2, 3 >, < 2, 4 >,
< 3, 4 >, and < 1, 4 >.
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3.3 Constructing a Minimum Orthogonal Bounding Region and
Spatiotemporal Intersection
In section 3.2, we explained the intuition behind the baseline algorithm along with its
corresponding execution trace. Now we explain in more detail the creation of candidate
active volumes(CAVs) and new minimum orthogonal bounding regions (MOBRs). A loop
goes over all the EMPs with gaps and checks if the given EMP is greater than the missing
threshold. If it is, then a new CAV is constructed bounded by the coordinates attained
through maximum speed and a check is done to see if any other CAV in the observed list
intersects with the new given CAV. If it does, a new common MOBR is constructed around
the intersection of the two CAVs using their maximum and minimum coordinates. The
sufficient and necessary condition of whether two CAVs intersect is discussed later in this
section.
Figure 4 Cone Intersection of Effective Missing Period (EMPs).
As defined in Section 3.2, an effective missing period (EMP) is the intersection of two
cones (i.e., a bead) vertexed at the endpoints of a CAV [26]. Therefore, in order to construct
a new CAV during each iteration of this loop, we first need to determine the coordinates of
the end points attained via maximum speed along with their respective radius. As shown
in Figure 4, we first construct a CAV using maximum speed and radius where the radius
of each cone at time t is the product of the object max speed Smax and the time difference
from the start point of the EMP. For example, the radius of the cone vertexed at PEMP1End at
time t: rP 1end = (tP 2end − t)× S1max. Then, we find the end points by calculating the distance
covered at maximum speed from each start point to its respective end point. This operation
is done for both CAVs and creates a common MOBR using the extreme coordinates bounded
by each CAV.
To compute the intersection between two EMPs during each iteration of this loop, we
need to determine the intersections between four cones (i.e. two beads). We first check
whether two beads have an overlapping time range. If not, then the beads are guaranteed
to be not intersecting. Otherwise, the following geometric property is used to determine
the intersection. Figure 4 shows two beads generated from two EMPs. EMP1 starts at
PEMP1start and ends at P
EMP1
end , while EMP2 starts at P
EMP2
start and ends at P
EMP2
end . Each point is







is presented by two spatial coordinates xEMP1start and y
EMP1
start as well as the temporal coordinate
tEMP1start . The radius of each cone at time t is the product of the object max speed Smax and
the time difference from the start point of the EMP. For example, the radius of the cone




end − t)×S1max. Now, we formulate the sufficient
and necessary condition for two beads intersect as follows:
rstart + rend ≤ dis(start, end), (2)
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where index start = {startEMP1 , startEMP2}, index end = {endEMP1 , endEMP2}, and
disstart,end is the Euclidean distance between points Pstart and Pend. Appendex A includes
a detailed proof for Equation 2.
3.4 Spatio-temporal Grid Traversal Algorithm
Computing possible rendezvous regions is challenging due to the high computational cost
over a large set of trajectories as discussed in Section 1. The plane sweep algorithm provides
an axis parallel MOBR which reduces the search space for finding the possible rendezvous
regions for the refinement phase. However, this baseline approach proves to be inefficient
when pruning a set of gap pairs both having higher positional displacement and EMPs. This
may result in the construction of a common MOBR with size similar to the entire study area
even if the actual rendezvous region between the gap pairs is relatively small compared to
their respective MOBRs. Thus, we propose a spatio-temporal grid traversal algorithm (SGT)
that aims to identify possible rendezvous regions using location, time and maximum speed.
Spatio-temporal grid traversal (SGT) is based on the idea of a 3D filtering technique
by leveraging spatiotemporal properties and additional attributes of the space-time prism
model to get a better geometric approximation of a bounded region. SGT starts by creating
a spatiotemporal grid and applying the baseline approach for constructing CAVs of incoming
gaps followed by the a common minimum object bounded rectangle (MOBR). However, inside
each MOBR, we compute the linear bounds of the cones generated from the start and end
point of the individual gaps and determine which grid cells reside inside the linear bounds
of each CAV by checking each of the cell’s corner points. Then we check the common cells
residing in both CAVs. This operation is performed for every slice in the third dimension.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for SGT.
Step 1: Create common minimum orthogonal bounding rectangles (MOBRs). First, we
create a spatio-temporal grid having the size of the given study area and a specified spatial
and temporal resolution. Then, we apply the plane sweep algorithm to get common MOBR
around gap pairs as described in Section 3.3 and save them in a common MOBR list.
Step 2: Create linear bounds within each common MOBR. For each common MOBR
inside the common MOBR list, we index its endpoints inside the spatio-temporal grid along
with the start and end points of the individual gaps to their respective nearest cell. Next
we derive CAV linear bounds from the start point and end point of each gap based on the
object’s maximum speed. The linear bounds can be defined as the geometric interpretation
of the slant height of the cone derived from the object’s maximum speed. The maximum
speed provides the slope i.e. the angle between the slant height and the time axis.
Step 3: Filter remaining grid cells qualified within CAVs. The filtering step linearly checks
whether each cell inside the MOBR resides in the given CAV linear bounds. The linear
bounds can be further divided into lower bounds and the upper bounds which can be derived
from the start and end points of the gap respectively using object’s maximum speed. In order
to satisfy this condition, at least one of the corner points should be positioned higher than
the lower bound but lower than the upper bound for each individual CAV. During filtering,
we further refine the intersection by concurrently checking if any of those cells reside in both
the CAVs. If they do, we filter out the remaining cells into the output list.
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Algorithm 1 Spatio-temporal Grid Traversal (SGT).
1: Spatial Resolution←M
2: Temporal Resolution← T
3: Create Spatiotemporal Grid
4: CMOBR list← ∅
5: Output← ∅
6: Apply Plane Sweep Algorithm for Commom MOBRs
7: CMOBR list← Common MOBRs
8: for each: CMOBRi in CMOBR list do
9: Index CMOBRi over Spatial Temporal Grid
10: Calculate Linear Bounds ofCAV s
11: for each: Celli inside Common MOBR do
12: if Celli resides in both CAV s then





Time Slicing. Time slicing is an intermediate filtering phase which bounds each cone slice
by a rectangle which is tighter than the corresponding slice of the space-time grid, thereby
achieving higher efficiency. Hence, increasing the number of slices greater than the spatial
resolution extent results in finer pruning that filters out any extra space between the CAV
bounds and MOBR. Algorithm 2 provides a modification of step 2 in Algorithm 1 where we
increase the temporal resolution greater than its respective spatial resolution.
Algorithm 2 Spatio-temporal Grid Traversal with Time Slicing (SGT-TS).
1: Spatial Resolution←M
2: TemporalResolution← t > T
3: Run Algorithm 1 (line: 3 to 16)
Execution trace of SGT and SGT-TS. Figure 5 shows the execution trace of Algorithms
1 and 2 over a 2D grid with 64 cells taking the x-axis as longitude (or latitude) and the y
axis as time. For a given pair of CAVs, we first create a common MOBR and approximate
its end points to their respective nearest cells. Figure 5(a) shows a 16x4 example grid with a
CAV surrounded by its MOBR approximated by a grid where each grid cell is marked in
yellow. During the filtering phase, SGT checks whether the corners of each cell qualify to be
included in the given CAV. Figure 5 (b) shows the resulting grid after filtering where cells
marked in red do not qualify and yellow cells represent the cells residing in the CAV. After
getting all the cells inside the MOBRs, we check whether each remaining cell (yellow) resides
in both the CAV pairs and output them as the final output. Figure 5 (c) shows the blue
cells which take part in the intersection of two CAVs. For SGT with time slicing, we increase
in temporal resolution providing a better filter as compared to the original SGT. Figure 5
(d) shows the final grid cells remaining in yellow and discarded cells in red. As compared to
SGT, SGT-TS gives more refined results since more extra space has been discarded. Figure 5
(e) shows a greater number of intersecting cells, represented in blue, and indicating a better
approximation of the intersection area.
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Figure 5 Execution Trace of SGT and SGT-ST.
4 Validation
In this section, we validated our approach using real world data in a case study as well as
experimentally by varying different parameters such as study area and number of objects.
4.1 Experiment Design
Dataset. The dataset used in the experiments was MarineCadastre [15] which contains
records of more than 30 attributes (e.g., Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI), longitude,
latitude, speed over ground (SOG), course over ground (COG) etc.) for 150,000 objects
(i.e. ships) taken every minute from 2009 to 2017. The dataset is based on the WGS 1984
coordinates system with a geographical extent of 180W to 66W degrees in longitude and 90S
to 90N degrees in latitude covering waters around the US.
Experimental goal. The goal was to evaluate the performance of the proposed baseline,
SGT and SGT-TS under different parameters. Our research questions are as follows:
(1) How does the size of the study area affect the APE ? and (2) How does an increase in
the number of objects affect the APE on a given study area ?
Our evaluation metric was area pruning effectiveness (APE) which is the ratio of the total
study area and minimum bounded area inside the filtered region (i.e. approximate CAV) as
discussed in Section 2.2.
Computing Resources. All the experiments were conducted using Python and performed
on an Intel Core i5 2.5GHz CPU and 16GB memory.
4.2 Experimental Results
Effect of the size of study area. In this experiment, we tested three study area sizes:
2000km2, 4000km2 and 8000km2. The number of GPS points varied for each study area as
1.5×105, 3×105, and 6×105. The density of GPS points remained consistent for the different
areas. The results in Figure 6a show that SGT and SGT-TS are always more accurate than
the baseline, especially as the study area increases. Figure 6b shows the APE values for
SGT-TS with increasing time-slicing factor. Again, the SGT-TS algorithm outperforms the
baseline with the APE improving as the time-slicing factor is increased.
Effect of the number of objects. In this experiment, we set the study area size to 8000km2
and varied the number of object pairs (i.e. ships) from 500 to 2, 000. We also varied the
number of GPS points respectively from 2.5× 104 to 4.5× 104. This was realized by picking
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(a) Comparison based on Study Area.
(b) Change in Time Slicing (8000 km2).
(c) Comparison based on Object number. (d) Change in Time Slicing (300 obj.).
Figure 6 Effects on area pruning effectiveness (APE).
same study area from the original dataset for each varied number of object pairs resulting in
different density of GPS points. The results in Figure 6c show that the increase in average
pruning effectiveness (APE) is significantly greater in SGT and SGT-TS as compared to
plane sweep for different number of objects. Figure 6d shows the further improvement of the
APE as we increase the time-slicing factor.
4.3 Interpretation of Experimental Results
Scanning an entire study area can be exponentially expensive in terms of computational cost
and human effort. The filter phase provides approximate regions within a trajectory gap for
filtering possible rendezvous regions. However, the refinement phase can be expensive due to
uncertainty in modeling the exact geometry of cones. Exact geometry involves inclusion of
many real world physics based parameters (e.g. speed, acceleration) [9] which add complexity
due to the need to solve quadratic equations. Hence, our main intuition is to reduce the total
refinement cost in terms of computation of each cell per unit area by providing a tighter and
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more accurate filter in the filtering phase. Equation 3 shows the relationship of filter and
refinement in terms of computational cost.
Cf + Cr = Ct, (3)
where Cf is the cost of filtering, Cr is the cost of refinement and Ct is the total cost to
prune the given study area. The cost of refinement Cr decreases as we increase the filtering
efficiency which often requires high computational cost in terms of prepossessing, model
refinement, etc. However, if we are not considering any filtering then Cr will be equal to Ct.
4.4 Case Study on Real Automatic Identification System (AIS) data
We conducted a case study on data from MarineCadastre, a popular real world AIS dataset [15]
to find possible rendezvous regions using the algorithms proposed in the paper. The
approaches were applied on a study area ranging from 179.9W to 171W degrees in longitude
and from 50N to 58N degrees in latitude in the Bering Sea, shown in Figure 7 (a). The
dataset contained ~1.4× 106 GPS readings from 72 ships that traveled during January, 2014.
The EMP threshold (θe) was set to 30 minutes by which only the top 0.5% longest missing
periods were considered as EMPs. We focused on various different trajectories that formed
two STI clusters, one near Idak, and Atka Islands. These clusters accord with reports by the
Marine Traffic Agency [24] that near an island, AIS systems tend to switch back and forth
between terrestrial-AIS and satellite-AIS. Ships moving across the boundary of the effective
zone may put out weak and unstable signals. The STI clusters we identified, which are near
islands, likely represent such areas of weak signaling. Figure 7 (b) shows the zoomed in
region near Atka Island where we selected to study our case. Figure 7 (c) shows the voyage
of two vessels in that region categorized by a unique identifier (MMSI) each represented
by a unique color indicating the start and end points of the EMPs. Figure 7(d) shows the
output of the plane sweep algorithm, which construct a common MOBR around the CAV’s
(in green). Figure 7 (e) shows the common region (shown in red) after applying SGT and
SGT-TS inside the MOBR where both the CAVs intersect, providing a significantly smaller
region and better area effective pruning (APE) than the baseline approach.
5 Related Work and Limitations
Due to recent advancements in location-acquisition services, and mobile computing research,
an extensive amount of trajectory data is available which serve different research purposes such
as pattern recognition, anomaly detection, etc. The work in [27] provides a comprehensive
survey of trajectory data mining and also explores the connection between different research
topics and existing methodologies. Reconstruction techniques in [27] illustrate a variety of
frameworks for modeling uncertainty and noise in trajectory data. However, all the techniques
are based on assumptions related to linear interpolation or shortest path discovery. These
approaches are not designed to detect patterns when the trajectories of the moving objects
are missing (e.g., due to weak signaling) in which case the objects possibly move far from
the shortest path. Trajectory data mining has also motivated interdisciplinary research in
other fields such as geography and ecology. In [2], the authors provide a unified taxonomy
of moving objects concerning their movement patterns by classifying them into generic and
behavioral patterns, which encompass patterns such as co-locations, co-occurrence, etc.
Movement behavior patterns such as evasive patterns are used to detect potential anom-
alies. Analyzing maritime trajectory data with gaps is a particular case of an evasive pattern.
A recent survey, [21] provides a panorama of existing techniques to identify anomalous
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Figure 7 Spatio-temporal intersections detected in Bering Sea (best in color). The background
imagery is not taken at the same time when the vessels were traveling in January 2014.
patterns in maritime trajectories by classifying them as data-driven, signature-based, and
hybrid methods. Many frameworks [12, 1, 23, 13] have been proposed for analyzing evasive
patterns in maritime trajectories. For instance, the authors in [13] proposed a method for
determining if the vessel is anomalous by considering longitude, latitude, speed, and direction
for each trajectory point and providing a three-division distance that can detect anomalous
navigational behaviors. Stop and move [25] is an another conceptual model which analyzes
anomalous behavior based on DBSCAN [19], and speed and direction [22], when it comes
to ship trajectories data. These techniques do not apply to our work, which is focused on
interpreting gaps in trajectory data, rather than detecting anomalous behaviour.
More realistic solutions for modeling gaps in trajectory data are contextual models
such as space-time prisms [16, 6] that construct an areal interpolation of the gaps using
coordinates and maximum speed of the objects. More recently, the kinetic prism model [9]
provides a better estimation by considering other physical parameters such as uncertainty
and acceleration. However, applying these models can be computationally expensive. One
way to address the cost is through spatial indexing. Many spatial indexing techniques such
as 3D R-Trees [28] or many others as described in [28], [20], [14] could be used to index
trajectories efficiently. Other spatial indexing techniques, such as Hilbert Curve [20] have
also been used to provide a computational speedup. The literature related to space-time
prisms addresses computational speedup by using an alibi query for checking whether two
space-time prisms intersect theoretically [10] which have also been applied in road networks
[7]. In this work, we introduce the use of space-time prisms with grid-based indexing for
detecting possible rendezvous patterns over maritime trajectories.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced the problem of rendezvous detection in trajectory data with gaps.
We proposed a baseline algorithm based on a plane sweep approach which first sorts and does
a linear scan over a set of gaps and then provides a minimum orthogonal bounding region
around the gaps. We proposed a spatio-temporal grid traversal (SGT) that provides tighter
MOBRs, which in turn provides a more approximate shape of the candidate active volumes
(CAVs). We further add efficient pruning based on time-slicing (SGT-TS) by adding a finer
temporal resolution that gives a more accurate approximation bounded by the intersection
of two cones. The results show relatively better area density ratio in SGT with time slicing
(SGT-TS) as compared to SGT with significantly better APE when compared to the baseline.
Future Work. We plan to further implement the refinement phase where we refine the
process of finding the exact geometry of spatiotemporal intersection since it is hard to find
the exact geometry of the cone intersect due to its complexity. Computing approximate
regions is very expensive in terms of time complexity and modeling them in regional space
is challenging. Hence, we plan to further address the computational cost for extracting
gaps and extend the proposed work in regional space as described in [10] [7]. We will also
study if there an empirical threshold or ratio beyond which the gap may be too large to be
meaningfully estimated via space-time prism. In addition, we will create synthetic dataset
and then remove data points to make the data coarse for evaluating precision and recall with
known rendezvous regions. Finally, we will analyze more interesting rendezvous patterns
which involve more than two objects where the intersection of multiple space-time prisms
takes place.
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A Necessary and Sufficient Condition of Spatiotemporal Intersection
Lemma. Two beads must be intersected if and only if
rstart + rend ≤ dis(start, end) (4)
where index start = {startEMP1 , startEMP2}, index end = {endEMP1 , endEMP2}, and
disstart, end is the Euclidean distance between points Pstart and Pend.
Proof. For the necessary condition there must be at least one timestamp when the sections
of these two beads intersect i.e. if two beads have an overlapping time range, at least one-time
stamp (start-point or the end point) of one of the gap segments must be between the time
range of the other. To prove this, we take two data gaps, EMP1 and EMP2 having time
range (t1start, t1end) and (t2start, t2end) respectively and check if the difference between (t1start,
t2end) or (t1end, t2start) ≥ 0. If true, then the two EMPs satisfy the necessary condition of a
two EMP intersect.
For the sufficient condition, if there is one timestamp that is between the overlap of the
time gaps, the two beads must intersect. In order to satisfy this condition, we use the radius
information of two cones from a different gap and check whether their respective radii will
overlap with each other. According to the condition whether two circles overlap, the sum of
their radii must be smaller than the distance between their respective centers. As stated
in Equation 4, the sum of the radius of the cone from start point r1start of EMP1 and end
point r2end of EMP2 must be less than the distance between their respective radii centers
dist(s, e). Using known t and Smax, when S1max ≥ S2max, Equation 4 is further derived into:
t ≥ ds,e + ts × S
1
max + te × S2max
S1max + S2max
→ where s = startEMP1 , e = startEMP2 (5)
t ≥ ds,e + ts × S
1
max − te × S2max
S1max − S2max
→ where s = startEMP1 , e = endEMP2 (6)
t ≤ ds,e + ts × S
2
max − te × S1max
S2max − S1max
→ where s = endEMP1 , e = startEMP2 (7)
t ≤ ds,e + ts × S
1
max − te × S2max
−S1max − S2max
→ where s = endEMP1 , e = endEMP2 (8)
In the case that S1max < S2max, the conditions are derived by swapping the variables.
If the conditions are all satisfied, we know these two EMPs intersect. In contrast, if any of
the conditions is not satisfied, the two EMPs do not intersect.
